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Abstract—Acquisition of ultrasound data negatively affects image registration accuracy during image-guided
therapy because of tissue compression by the probe. We present a novel compression correction method that
models sub-surface tissue displacement resulting from application of a tracked probe to the tissue surface. Patient
landmarks are first used to register the probe pose to pre-operative imaging. The ultrasound probe geometry is
used to provide boundary conditions to a biomechanical model of the tissue. The deformation field solution of
the model is inverted to non-rigidly transform the ultrasound images to an estimation of the tissue geometry before
compression. Experimental results with gel phantoms indicated that the proposed method reduced the tumor
margin modified Hausdorff distance (MHD) from 5.0 ± 1.6 to 1.9 ± 0.6 mm, and reduced tumor centroid alignment
error from 7.6 ± 2.6 to 2.0 ± 0.9 mm. The method was applied to a clinical case and reduced the tumor margin MHD
error from 5.4 ± 0.1 to 2.6 ± 0.1 mm and the centroid alignment error from 7.2 ± 0.2 to 3.5 ± 0.4 mm. (E-mail:
thomas.s.pheiffer@vanderbilt.edu)  2013 World Federation for Ultrasound in Medicine & Biology.
Key Words: Image-guided surgery, Tissue deformation, Finite-element model, Biomechanical model, Boundary
conditions, Image registration.

In these procedures, it is important that data collected
during the surgery are accurately registered to highresolution computed tomography (CT) or magnetic
resonance (MR) image volumes for optimal guidance.
Typically this is done by digitizing physical landmarks
on the patient with a tracked instrument, selecting the corresponding landmarks in the tomograms and computing a
rigid transformation that best aligns the two coordinate
spaces. Although there are a variety of methods to track
and calibrate an ultrasound probe such that each image
slice is recorded with a known pose in physical space
(Blackall et al. 2000; Boctor et al. 2006; Hsu et al.
2008a, 2008b; Mercier et al. 2005; Muratore and
Galloway 2001), the usefulness of tracked ultrasound
relies on an accurate registration. Registration accuracy
is compromised by non-rigid tissue deformation such as
that which occurs with manipulation of the ultrasound
probe. The goal of this work was to improve the usefulness of tracked ultrasound in image-guided procedures
by improving this registration.
There are several approaches in the literature that
have sought to address the problem of tissue deformation

INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound is commonly used as an intra-operative imaging modality to monitor surgical targets such as tumors.
The need to maintain acoustic coupling between the probe
and tissue often results in significant compression of the
target by the user. This is especially a concern when using
ultrasound strain imaging, in which a certain level of precompression of the tissue may be necessary. However, this
tissue deformation affects the geometry of the scanned objects and the resulting images. Soft tissue can undergo surface compression on the order of 1 cm during routine
freehand imaging (Artignan et al. 2004; Xiao et al.
2002). This leads to incorrect estimates of the size and
location of landmarks within the ultrasound images.
Compressional effects from the probe are especially
apparent in image-guided procedures, which align intraoperative data with pre-operative tomographic images.
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exerted by an ultrasound probe. One method is to create a
digital representation of the surface and then use a combination of Bayesian theory and prior knowledge of the
surgical scene to create a deformation that matches the
observed ultrasound data (King et al. 2000), but this
approach did not incorporate a physical model of tissue
which could be used to provide more realistic priors.
Another approach is to acquire B-mode or raw radiofrequency data from the ultrasound and use non-rigid image-based registration and positional tracking to correct
for deformation (Treece et al. 2005; Xiao et al. 2002),
but this approach requires a series of ultrasound images
to provide sequential estimates of compression
correction. There has also been work done to model
tissue compression using data from a force transducer
attached to the ultrasound probe along with a position
sensor to drive a tissue model (Burcher et al. 2001; Sun
et al. 2010). Our proposed method is similar to this
method, but eliminates the need for a force
measurement apparatus on the probe by using measured
3-D surface displacements, rather than force, to drive
the model. Our method uses just the tracking system
which is routinely used in surgical procedures such as
image-guided neurosurgery. To our knowledge, there
has not been an attempt to model the tissue deformation
from the physical probe surface itself in the correction.
This work presents a compression correction method
that measures and compensates for this effect using a
biomechanical tissue model with validation in simulations, phantoms and a preliminary clinical case.
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duce a tissue-like phantom containing a stiff tumor. The
volumes of the tumor and bulk phantom mixtures were
3.2 and 720 cm3, respectively. The stiffness properties
for the bulk tissue and tumor were tested using small samples with an ElectroForce 3100 instrument (Bose, Eden
Prairie, MN, USA). One of the phantoms was constructed
in a small cup-like container covered in fiducial markers
and was used for the baseline accuracy test described under Phantom Experiments. The second phantom was
fixed to a rigid base, which contained eight evenly distributed fiducial markers used in the image-to-physical registration, and was used to test the compression correction
method.
Patient model from pre-operative image volume
Computed tomography image volumes of the phantoms were acquired using a clinical CT machine. These
data simulated a typical pre-operative tomogram acquisition, and were defined in the experiment as the baseline
un-deformed state against which our corrected ultrasound
data would be compared. All volumes were 512 3
512 3 422 with 0.6-mm isotropic voxels. The phantom
structures were segmented using intensity thresholding
tools within Analyze 9.0 (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN,
USA). Isosurfaces were generated from the bulk phantom
and tumor segmentations via the marching cubes algorithm, and were smoothed using a Laplacian filter. A
tetrahedral mesh was generated from the segmentation
surfaces using custom-built mesh generation methods
(Sullivan et al. 1997). One phantom and mesh are illustrated in Figure 1.

METHODS
We present our compression correction method as
one component in the context of a patient-specific data
pipeline for image-guided therapy. Before correction,
we perform several data acquisition and processing steps.
The procedures described below were used in all phantom
experiments and were similar for the acquisition and
analysis of clinical data.
Phantom construction
Two compliant phantoms were each constructed by
mixing 7% by mass polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) in water,
10% by volume glycerol and heating to 80 C to ensure
saturation (Fromageau et al. 2007; Surry et al. 2004).
For each phantom, a smaller amount of PVA was
treated with barium sulfate powder for CT contrast and
poured into a separate mold to act as the tumor target.
The tumor was subjected to five freeze-thaw cycles in
which it was frozen at –40 C for 12 h and then thawed
for an additional 12 h, to produce a stiffer material. The
tumor was then suspended in the bulk phantom mixture,
and the phantom underwent one freeze-thaw cycle to pro-

Intra-operative data collection
All ultrasound images were acquired with an Acuson Antares ultrasound machine (Siemens, Munich, Germany), using a VFX13-5 linear array probe with a 6 cm
depth setting at 10 MHz. The ultrasound unit was also
capable of producing strain images via the eSie Touch
elasticity software. For the compression correction experiment, B-mode images were collected, as were strain images, and both types of images were analyzed to evaluate
the effect of correction on target locations in ultrasound
images having different contrast mechanisms. Ultrasound
data were tracked in 3-D space by synchronizing the ultrasound video and tracking data using software based
on the Visualization Toolkit on a host PC (Boisvert
et al. 2008; Pace et al. 2009). The video was captured
by a Matrox Morphis Dual card (Matrox Imaging,
Dorval, QC, Canada), which recorded the analogue
video output of the ultrasound machine in real time. A
passive optical tracking rigid body (Northern Digital,
Waterloo, ON, Canada) was fixed to the ultrasound
probe, as illustrated in Figure 2. The pose of the rigid
body was measured with a Polaris Spectra (Northern
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup with a gel phantom attached to a base with fiducial markers (a), and the digital phantom and
tumor surfaces segmented from the CT image volume (b).

Digital, Waterloo, ON, Canada) optical tracking system.
The tracked ultrasound system was calibrated using a
method that relies on imaging a tracked tool in the ultrasound plane (Muratore and Galloway 2001). Once the
tracked ultrasound system was calibrated, all pixels in
each image were associated with a 3-D pose.
Proposed compression error correction
The goal of our project was to reduce the error associated with rigid registration of the tracked ultrasound
data to pre-operative volumetric image data by additionally correcting for tissue compression. The general strategy was to use probe tracking information in combination
with co-registered tomograms to calculate the distance
into the tissue that the probe was pressed, and then use
that distance to correct the tracked ultrasound image
pose. We chose to first evaluate rigid translations of the
ultrasound pixels based on this calculated compression
distance as a simple, yet naive correction. This method

would have the benefit of very low computational
expense, and may be sufficient for aligning sub-surface
targets to within a surgically relevant threshold. However,
this rigid approach would not account for non-rigid
compressional effects throughout the ultrasound image itself. Our proposed correction method instead used the
compression distance as input to a more sophisticated
tissue-mechanics model-based approach, which nonrigidly deformed the ultrasound image in a physically
realistic fashion. Both the naive rigid correction and our
model-based correction are outlined in Figure 3 and
described below, and both methods were performed for
comparison in terms of alignment error reduction during
simulations, phantom experiments and a clinical case
described in the next section.
Rigid correction. The rigid correction procedure
stems from the notion that, in the absence of registration
error from tissue compression, the near-field row of each
A-line in a tracked ultrasound image should ideally be

Fig. 2. Polaris tracking system (a) and laser range scanner with passively tracked targets (b). A passively tracked target
was also used to track the ultrasound probe (c), and the laser range scanner was used to construct a digital representation of
the probe surface (d).
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Fig. 3. Procedures for rigid correction and model-based correction. The rigid correction was performed by calculating the
distances between the top of each A-line and the co-registered tomographic surface (a) and then translating the A-lines
upward in the depth direction by those distances (b). The model-based correction was performed by calculating the distances from the tomogram mesh nodes to a digital representation of the ultrasound probe surface, and designating the
distances as boundary conditions to a finite-element model (c). The model was used to solve for tissue displacements
throughout the mesh (d) and then reversed to deform the ultrasound image to its pre-compressed state (e).

aligned with the organ surface from the co-registered preoperative tomogram. In the presence of compression error, our tracked ultrasound capabilities would predict
that the near-field pixels in the image would typically
be some distance below the organ surface. Thus, the
correction consists of calculating the distances between
the unperturbed surface and the near-field ultrasound image pixels representing the interface between transducer
and organ, and then rigidly translating each A-line of
the image by that distance opposite the direction of
compression to render the ultrasound image in the appropriate pre-operative image space, as illustrated in
Figure 3(a, b). The translation of each A-line is calculated
by assuming that the compression occurred purely in the
depth direction of the ultrasound image, and vectors are
created for each pixel in the top row of the image with
origin at that pixel and direction opposite of compression.
The points of intersection on the surface are determined
for each vector, and the distances from the pixels in the
top row to these points are calculated to provide the translational correction vectors for the each A-line in the
image.

Model-based correction. The model-based correction procedure consists of modeling the volumetric tissue
displacement exerted by the ultrasound probe. Knowledge of the exterior geometry of the probe is a necessary
component of this model. A laser range scanner (LRS)
was used to scan the face of the ultrasound probe to create
a 3-D point cloud representing the probe surface, as illustrated in Figure 2d. The accuracy of the LRS device was
previously characterized and known to have geometric
root mean square error of approximately 0.5 mm
(Pheiffer et al. 2012). The LRS was tracked by the
same tracking system as the ultrasound probe during
the scan, and thus, the created point cloud had a known
pose based on the pose of the probe. As a consequence
of this relationship and the tracking of the ultrasound
probe during data acquisition, the position and orientation
of the digital probe surface were known for every ultrasound image collected. The LRS point cloud of the probe
geometry was converted to a smooth surface using radial
basis functions, and this surface was used for all subsequent calculations (FastRBF, FarField Technology,
Christchurch, New Zealand). It should be noted that the
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LRS scan of the probe surface was necessary only in the
absence of 3-D geometry files from the ultrasound probe
manufacturer, which could be used to provide an equivalent geometry.
The model-based correction method is illustrated in
Figure 3(c–e). The general approach is to use the pose of
the probe surface to create boundary conditions for a forward finite-element model (FEM) solution to predict
tissue deformation. Because of the standard image-tophysical registration that is done in image-guided interventions, the digital probe surface is placed in the same
coordinate space as the patient-specific FEM mesh. Provided a good initial registration between the patient and
pre-operative imaging, we assume that the probe surface
is located within the mesh at some distance beneath the
surface depending on the magnitude of compression exerted by the user. The distances from the probe surface
opposite the direction of compression to the mesh surface
are computed automatically in a similar fashion as in the
rigid correction method. The computed distances are then
assigned as Dirichlet boundary conditions to the model.
This is accomplished by first generating initial mesh
boundary conditions that describe the tissue at rest,
without the influence of the ultrasound probe. For the
phantom experiments, the far field of the mesh was set
as fixed because of the phantom base enclosure, and the
near field and surrounding regions of the mesh were set
to stress free, as illustrated in Figure 4(a, b). The top of
the phantom was considered stress free because that
portion of the phantom was left exposed to the atmosphere and was not subjected to any external forces.
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The ultrasound probe was applied to the top of the phantom in the stress-free region. The set of initial boundary
conditions was then altered to reflect the position of the
probe in the tissue. Thus, for each ultrasound image,
the appropriate mesh nodes were changed from stress
free to Dirichlet with the probe displacement values, as
illustrated in Figure 4(c).
After the boundary conditions are generated, they
are used to drive a FEM biomechanical model to solve
for 3-D displacements throughout the tissue. A linear
elastic model was used in the phantom experiments, as
the displacements were relatively small and the phantoms
were largely homogenous. The model consists of the
standard 3-D Navier-Cauchy equations for the displacement field
E
E
V2 u1
VðV  uÞ1F 5 0
2ð11vÞ
2ð11vÞð122vÞ

(1)

where E is Young’s modulus, v is Poisson’s ratio, u is the
3-D displacement vector at a point in the tissue and F is
the applied body force distribution. The partial differential equation is solved using the Galerkin weighted residual technique with linear basis functions. The system of
equations that solves for the displacement vectors at
every node in the mesh can be written as
½Kfug 5 ff g

(2)

where K is the global stiffness matrix, u is the vector of
nodal displacements and f contains the contributions of
any applied body forces or surface movement at each

Fig. 4. Initial boundary conditions were assigned manually (a) to designate the bottom fixed and the top as stress free (b).
These boundary conditions were then modified for each model-based correction by changing the appropriate nodes to
Dirichlet displacement conditions (c) based on the position of the ultrasound probe surface, and then the model was solved
to produce an approximation of the deformed tissue (d).
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node. This system of equations is solved for the nodal displacements that satisfy static equilibrium for the supplied
boundary conditions.
These nodal displacement vectors are used to
deform the mesh nodes to the compression state exerted
by the probe, as illustrated in Figure 4(d), giving a
deformed mesh in which each node is associated with a
displacement vector. We can then interpolate displacements corresponding to the pixels associated with the
co-localized ultrasound image slice and apply the
reversed field to simulate the un-compressed state; that
is, the reverse displacement vectors are used to nonrigidly un-deform the ultrasound image to an estimation
of the tissue in its un-compressed state.
Experimental validation
Simulations of proposed correction. The proposed
model-based correction method relied primarily on the
assumption that the ultrasound probe would be applied
with pressure directly normal to the tissue surface during
data collection. The limits of this assumption were tested
using a simulation data set and applying the rigid and
model-based corrections for a set of tissue compression
scenarios in which the trajectory of the probe into the tissue was varied.
A patient-specific model was constructed from the
pre-operative MR volume of a low-grade glioma patient
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at Vanderbilt University Medical Center who previously
gave informed consent with approval of our institutional
review board. The brain surface and contrast-enhanced
tumor were segmented, and a patient-specific model
was constructed as a tetrahedral mesh. For simplicity,
the brain and tumor were approximated as homogenous
linear elastic materials with Young’s modulus of
2100 Pa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.45, taken from the values
used by Dumpuri et al. (2007) for white and gray matter.
There are few consistent values reported in the literature
for brain material properties in vivo, but the values reported here fall within a range of values proposed by
our group in the past for model-updated neurosurgery
(Miga 1998; Miga et al. 1998a, 1998b, 2000).
First, the digital probe surface was manually inserted into the mesh over the tumor to simulate misalignment between the tracked ultrasound and co-registered
MR volume caused by tissue compression, as illustrated
in Figure 5(a). The compression distance from the brain
surface down to the probe surface was approximately
7.5 mm, which is within the 1-cm compression magnitude often observed in routine imaging (Artignan et al.
2004; Xiao et al. 2002). An initial set of boundary
conditions were created for the brain mesh. A patch of
boundary nodes corresponding to a hypothetical
craniotomy region above the tumor was designated as
stress free, the brain stem was set as fixed and then the
rest of the brain surface nodes were designated to have

Fig. 5. Simulation methodology. The probe surface was inserted into the mesh to simulate its position during ultrasound
imaging of the tumor (a). Nine sets of boundary conditions were then generated to simulate various possible probetissue contact scenarios by rotating the displacement vectors about angles q1 and q2 defined with respect to the probe orientation (b). The solid arrows descending from the brain to the surface represent the assumption of compression in the depth
direction, whereas the dashed arrows are an example of how the displacement vectors were systematically rotated to test
that assumption (here q2 5 30 ). Each set of boundary conditions was used to drive the forward model and deform the mesh
and tumor (c). The proposed rigid and model-based corrections (using the assumption of compression perfectly parallel to
depth direction) were then applied to each deformed tumor and compared with the original un-compressed tumor (d).
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zero normal displacement, with stress-free tangential
components to allow slip along the skull. This slip condition has been observed and used in modeling brain shift
previously (Chen et al. 2011; Coffey et al. 2013; Miga
et al. 1999). Then, vector distances from the brain
surface nodes to the probe surface were calculated and
used as Dirichlet boundary conditions for a forward
solve of the linear elastic model. To determine the
impact of our assumption of purely axial probe
compression, the orientation of these vectors was
systematically altered across the pitch and yaw angles
(q1 and q2 in Fig. 5b) of the probe surface from –30 to
30 in steps of 15 . For each of these vector alterations,
the probe surface remained stationary, and the only
change was the selection of brain surface nodes that
were designated to displace toward the probe with Dirichlet conditions. These scenarios were intended to illustrate
the primary limitation of our approach, which is a lack of
known correspondence between the tissue surface and the
ultrasound probe. Although tracking the probe gave
knowledge of its location within the tissue, its trajectory
into the tissue to arrive at that location was not necessarily
known because of tissue contact uncertainty. These forward boundary conditions were used to deform the brain
and tumor to simulate nine possible physical conditions
(one for each of the angle rotations) during an ultrasound
data acquisition.
Finally, the proposed compression corrections were
applied to each of the deformed tissue models generated
from the boundary condition variants from above, and resulted in nine corrected tumor locations. The corrections
incorporated the assumption that the probe was compressed purely in the depth direction of the image plane,
even for the simulations in which the compression trajectory was at an angle not parallel to the depth direction.
The average distance from tissue surface to probe surface
was used in the rigid correction method to translate the
entire tumor in the direction of the mesh surface. The
model-based procedure was used as described previously
to create an inverted displacement field and to correct the
tumor. Each of the simulated tumor corrections was then
compared with the gold standard un-compressed tumor
from the original patient model before deformation, in
terms of both the boundary node distances between the
corrected and gold standard tumor and the distance between the tumor centroids.
Phantom experiments. We performed three validation tests of our method using phantoms. The first was
to image a phantom through a layer of water with no contact between probe and phantom, to assess the baseline
alignment accuracy of the system in the absence of
compression. Second, to test our method we performed
an experiment with an anthropomorphic phantom con-
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taining a stiff, contrast-enhanced lesion. We compared
the tracked ultrasound tumor borders and centroid locations with the equivalent data from co-registered CT as
a gold standard before and after compression correction.
Third, we also evaluated the effect of tumor elasticity on
our model-based correction by using the actual tumor-tophantom stiffness ratio from material testing, and
compared this with the correction using our assumption
of tissue homogeneity.
The two phantoms were first constructed as
described previously. The phantom fiducial markers
were localized in physical space with a tracked stylus,
and the corresponding marker positions in the CT volumes were also recorded. The image-to-physical registration was computed using a standard point-based method.
The registration produced a transformation matrix that
was then automatically applied to all tracked ultrasound
images to align them with the CT data.
After the registration was calculated for each phantom, the first phantom, which was constructed in a cuplike container, was covered with a thin layer of water
and then imaged with freehand tracked ultrasound for a
total of 116 B-mode images in several sweeps while
avoiding direct contact with the phantom surface. With
respect to this contained phantom, the purpose was not
to assess our compression technique with realistic geometries, but instead to quantitatively assess geometric accuracy of a reconstructed target based on tracked ultrasound
images without the presence of deformation. Each
captured image was stored along with the concatenation
of calibration, tracking and registration transformations
describing the 3-D location of each slice, and then was
compared with the co-aligned CT surface with metrics
described below.
The second phantom was then imaged normally with
full contact between probe and phantom with the more
realistic organ geometry. The tumor was first fully outlined with B-mode using several slow sweeps in approximately 1-mm increments. A total of 178 B-mode images
were collected. Then, the elasticity software was used to
create strain images of the tumor. A total of 83 strain images were collected. The tracking and registration transformations were applied to the LRS probe surface for
each image to generate boundary conditions as described
previously.
After collection of the ultrasound data from this
phantom, the rigid and model-based correction methods
were applied to each ultrasound image. The result was
a collection of uncorrected and corrected images. Each
type of correction was evaluated by comparing each population of images with the baseline CT images in terms of
tumor geometry. In each B-mode and strain image, the tumor borders were segmented semi-automatically using an
implementation of the Livewire technique. For each
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ultrasound image, the CT volume was re-sliced to provide
a co-planar CT slice according to the 3-D location and
orientation of the co-registered US slice. The CT tumor
borders were segmented using intensity thresholding in
Analyze 9.0. The tumor borders segmented from ultrasound images and CT were then compared with each
other in terms of the modified Hausdorff distance
(MHD) between the two contours, as well as the average
distance between the contour centroids (Dubuisson and
Jain 1994). The MHD value is defined for two sets of
points A and B as follows:
dðA; BÞ 5

1 X
minb˛B ðka2bkÞ
Na a˛A

MHD 5 maxðdðA; BÞ; dðB; AÞÞ

(3)

(4)

where d (A,B) is the mean closest point distance in the
direction of A to B; a and b are respectively points in
sets A and B; and Na is the number of points in set A.
Thus, the MHD value is created by calculating the
mean closest point distance from A to B, and then B to
A, and then choosing the maximum of those two values.
This metric was chosen as it was less likely to underestimate the error between tumor borders than calculating
just a mean closest point distance from the ultrasound to
CT contours. The MHD and centroid distance comparison was made for every slice before and after correction
and were the primary metrics used to evaluate the
improvement offered by our proposed model-based
correction algorithm. In addition, the tumor volume
measured during phantom construction was recorded
for comparison with the CT tumor volume, the volume
measured by tracked B-mode in the baseline accuracy
test and the volume of the model-corrected B-mode
and strain data.
The third phantom experiment was performed to test
the effect of tumor elasticity on the model-based correction. As mentioned previously, one of the simplifications
of the method is the assignment of homogenous material
properties to the patient-specific FEM mesh, which implies that the tumor-to-bulk stiffness ratio in terms of
Young’s modulus is assumed to be 1:1. The impact of
this assumption was tested by instead using the material
testing data done on the phantom materials during the
correction, which was a tumor-to-bulk stiffness ratio of
9:1. The 1:1 and 9:1 model-based corrections for the
178 B-mode and 83 strain images were then compared
with each other in terms of MHD and centroid distances.
PVA is known to be nearly incompressible, so Poisson’s
ratio was set to 0.49 for all corrections.
Clinical case. In addition to the phantom study, we
also investigated the feasibility of our method on a pre-
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liminary clinical case. As in the case of the simulation
data set, informed written patient consent was obtained
for this work. A pre-operative MR volume was used to
construct the patient model. The tumor in this case was
determined to be a meningioma, located on the left side
of the brain just beneath the surface. Material properties
for the linear elastic model were those used in the simulation, based on the average brain tissue properties used
by Dumpuri et al. (2007). Intra-operative tracked ultrasound images were aligned to the patient model by first
collecting a scan of the patient face with a tracked LRS
and then registering the point cloud to the corresponding
MR surface using the iterative closest point algorithm
(Cao et al. 2008). After the craniotomy was completed,
tracked B-mode images were obtained of the tumor.
The rigid and model-based correction methods were
then applied to the ultrasound data and were evaluated
in terms of MHD between the co-aligned B-mode and
MR tumor borders, as well as the distance between the
co-planar tumor centroid locations.
RESULTS
Simulations
The results of the correction simulations are summarized in Table 1. These simulations were designed to validate the assumption of compression applied purely in the
depth direction. The corrected tumor volumes were
compared with the original un-compressed tumor volume
in terms of node positional error around the tumor boundary and distances between tumor centroids. Table 1 indicates in every case that model correction out-performed
the rigid-based method regardless of application inaccuracy. Boundary errors ranged between 2.7 and 4.3 mm
for the rigid method and below 2.8 mm for all model corrections. Similarly, centroid errors were 2.4–3.8 mm and
,2.6 mm, respectively. On average over all cases, the
model correction improved localization over the rigid
method by 55% and 50% for mean boundary node and
centroid errors, respectively.
Phantom experiments
The baseline accuracy test using the cup phantom
provided an assessment of the best alignment of tracked
ultrasound and CT that could be achieved using only
tracking and point-based registration. By use of the 116
images from this test, the MHD between the B-mode
and CT tumor contours was 1.2 6 0.4 mm, and the
average centroid error was 1.7 6 0.6 mm. Additionally,
the tumor volume enclosed by the ultrasound contours
was found to be approximately 3.0 cm3, whereas the volume given by the CT segmentation was 3.3 cm3. For comparison, the volume of PVA mixture used for the tumor
during construction was 3.2 cm3.
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Table 1. Simulation results used to assess the assumption
of compression purely in the depth direction of the
ultrasound image plane*
Rigid correction
q1
( )

Model correction

q2
Boundary
Centroid Boundary node Centroid
( ) node error (mm) error (mm)
error (mm)
error (mm)

0
0
15
0
–15
0
0
15
0
–15
30
0
–30
0
0
30
0
–30

2.7 6 1.5y
3.0 6 1.3
3.3 6 1.3
2.9 6 1.4
3.2 6 1.2
4.0 6 1.0
4.3 6 1.1
3.5 6 1.0
4.0 6 0.9

2.4
2.5
2.8
2.4
2.7
3.6
3.8
2.9
3.4

0.0 6 0.0
1.1 6 0.4
1.2 6 0.5
1.0 6 0.4
1.0 6 0.4
2.5 6 0.8
2.8 6 1.2
2.2 6 0.8
2.3 6 1.0

0.0
1.2
1.1
1.0
1.0
2.3
2.6
2.1
2.2

* The two angles are the pitch and yaw of the ultrasound probe about
which the displacement vectors were rotated when assigning Dirichlet
boundary conditions. The mean and standard deviation of the boundary
node error and the mean centroid distance were calculated in comparing
each corrected simulation tumor with the original un-compressed tumor.
y
Mean 6 SD.

The results of the phantom experiments are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 4 provided an example
of the FEM mesh of the phantom organ in its original
un-deformed state, as well as in its deformed state after
the probe compression has been modeled for a particular
ultrasound slice. We note qualitatively that the displacements displayed by the model match very well those
observed in the physical phantom during data acquisition.
In Figure 6 are examples of B-mode and strain images
before and after compression correction using the rigid
method and model-based method. The segmented tumor
contour from each ultrasound image was outlined, and the
CT tumor surface was overlaid for comparison. The
MHD between the ultrasound borders and CT borders
was 5.0 6 1.6 mm for B-mode and 5.6 6 1.1 mm for
strain images before correction. The quantitative
compression correction results in Figure 7 display the
MHD and co-planar-centroid distances as error metrics
in comparing the ultrasound tumor borders with the coregistered CT tumor borders. A Wilcoxon signed rank
test was also computed for the null hypothesis that the
median difference between the error metrics was zero.
The alternative was that the median was not zero, with
the implication that the correction method offered a statistically significant improvement to the data. The number of samples for each test was the number of
corrected ultrasound images. In results not presented
here, we also assessed the effect of discarding image slices that were within 1.5 mm (approximately the tracking
system accuracy) of the previous slice in the image
stream to enforce uniqueness of each observation in the
statistical analysis, but no differences were observed in
the resulting p-values compared with the use of every im-

Fig. 6. Examples of B-mode (a–c) and strain image (d–f) contours. (a, d) Uncorrected images in 3-D space with the
segmented tumor contour in red and the tomogram tumor volume in green. (b, e) Alignment after the rigid correction method.
(c, f) Alignment after the model-based correction method.

age, and so we included all images for the Wilcoxon tests
(recall n 5 178 B-mode and n 5 83 strain).
With respect to contour boundary metrics, after the
rigid correction, the MHD for the B-mode images dropped to approximately 2.8 6 0.9 mm, which was a significant improvement (p , 0.01). The rigid correction also
significantly improved the alignment of the contours in
the strain images using this metric with an error of
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Fig. 7. Alignment error results for the B-mode (a, b) and strain imaging (c, d) modalities for the organ-like phantom
(n 5 178 for B-mode, n 5 83 for strain). The position of tumor borders in each modality was evaluated in terms of modified Hausdorff distance to the co-aligned computed tomography borders (a, c), as well as the distance between the centroid
of the ultrasound tumor and the co-planar CT tumor border (b, d). The edges of the boxes are the 25th and 75th percentiles,
and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered as outliers.

3.3 6 0.6 mm (p , 0.01). In the case of the model correction, the MHD was reduced to approximately
1.9 6 0.6 mm for B-mode and 2.0 6 0.5 mm for strain
images. The model-based correction was found to make
a significant improvement to the data compared with
both the uncorrected and rigid-corrected data (p , 0.01).
With respect to centroid metrics, the mean uncorrected centroid distance was approximately 7.6 6 2.6 mm for
B-mode and 8.0 6 1.6 mm for strain images, which conformed to typical deformation values of up to 1 cm reported in soft anatomy by others (Artignan et al. 2004;
Xiao et al. 2002). After application of the rigid
correction, the mean centroid distance was reduced to
4.3 6 1.3 mm in B-mode images and was only reduced
to 5.4 6 0.9 mm in strain images, but was still
significant according to the Wilcoxon test (both
improved with p , 0.01). After application of the
model-based correction, the mean centroid error was
reduced to 2.0 6 0.9 mm for B-mode and 3.0 6 0.9 mm
for strain images—a significant improvement over the uncorrected and rigid-corrected data (both p , 0.01).
The tumor volumes enclosed by the rigid-corrected
and model-corrected ultrasound B-mode contours were
found to be approximately 3.2 and 3.8 cm3 for this phantom, respectively, and the volumes enclosed in the rigidcorrected and model-corrected strain images were 2.5 and
2.9 cm3. Recall that in the baseline accuracy test using the

cup phantom, the tumor volume (made from the same
mold) was measured with tracked B-mode as 3.0 cm3,
and the tumor mold was measured as 3.2 cm3.
The last phantom experiment was the comparison of
model correction with the assumption of a tumor:bulk
stiffness ratio of 1:1 against the known 9:1 ratio. These results are compiled in Table 2 and indicate that there was
no measureable difference in how much the tumor border
was corrected when the actual 9:1 ratio was used.
Clinical case
The results of the clinical case are illustrated in
Figures 8 and 9. Figure 8 is an example of a B-mode image before and after compression correction using the
rigid method and model-based method. The segmented
tumor border in each ultrasound image was outlined for
comparison with the co-aligned MR tumor surface.
Quantitative compression correction results are illustrated in Figure 9 in the same manner as the phantom
studies, with the error metrics being the MHD and
co-planar centroid distances. The MHD error before
any correction was approximately 5.4 6 0.1 mm, and
the average centroid error was approximately 7.2 6
0.2 mm. A Wilcoxon signed rank test was also computed
to assess the significance of the improvement offered by
each method. The rigid and model-based corrections
both offered substantial improvement compared with
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Table 2. Results of phantom elasticity test comparing the
effect on model correction of the assumption of a 1:1
tumor:bulk stiffness ratio against the known 9:1 stiffness
ratio from material testing
1:1 Stiffness ratio

9:1 Stiffness ratio

MHD
Centroid
MHD
Centroid
error (mm) error (mm) error (mm) error (mm)
B-mode (n 5 178)
Strain (n 5 83)

1.9 6 0.6
2.0 6 0.5

2.0 6 0.9
3.0 6 0.9

1.8 6 0.8
1.9 6 0.5

2.2 6 1.0
3.1 6 0.9

the uncorrected alignment (both p , 0.01) across the two
error metrics. The rigid correction resulted in a reduced
MHD error of 2.3 6 0.1 mm and centroid distance error
of 4.6 6 0.5 mm, whereas the model-based correction resulted in an MHD error of 2.6 6 0.1 mm and centroid distance error of 3.5 6 0.4 mm. Because of the difficulty in
maneuvering the large ultrasound probe in the craniotomy of this patient, only a few angles of insonation
were achieved and so a meaningful ultrasound tumor volume could not be constructed.

DISCUSSION
Simulations
The results of the compression correction simulations in Table 1 illustrate the effect of deviating from
the assumption that the user would always apply
compression purely in the depth direction of the ultrasound image. As expected, when the displacement vectors were actually parallel to depth (q1 and q2 of 0 ), the
model-based correction method essentially resulted in a
corrected tumor that was equivalent to the original uncompressed tumor. The rigid correction method resulted
in several millimeters of error in terms of both the tumor
boundary and centroid location. However, when the
displacement vectors used to create the simulated deformation were rotated to approach the probe surface from
a different set of surface nodes (see Fig. 5), the average
boundary node error after both corrections grew. The
performance variations caused by the different angles
can be attributed to the assumption made in assigning
boundary conditions to the FEM, which is that the insertion trajectory of the probe into the tissue is perfectly
parallel to the depth direction of the ultrasound images.
The results in Table 1 indicate the sensitivity of the
method to physical deviations from that assumption.
Essentially, when the insertion trajectory is not perfectly
perpendicular to the tissue surface, then the method creates inappropriate boundary conditions, which leads to
model solutions that do not accurately reflect the actual
tissue movement. These numbers represent a large error
addition to an image-guidance platform, especially in
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procedures such as neurosurgery. It could be concluded
that it is important that the user apply the probe primarily in the depth direction of the image plane for this
compression correction method to be effective. This
may not be a large limitation in practice, however,
because of the typical presence of slip between the probe
and tissue surface from ultrasound gel or other fluids.
This would conceivably make it unlikely for the ultrasound probe to apply enough friction to the tissue surface necessary for the ‘‘dragging’’ effect, which is
described by the scenarios simulated above, in which
the probe trajectory into the tissue is off-axis from the
depth direction.
Phantom experiments
The results of the baseline accuracy test indicate that
the tracked ultrasound system is capable of aligning the
ultrasound and CT tumor borders with error between 1
and 2 mm when tissue compression is not a factor. This
represents the best outcome that could potentially be expected from our correction. In addition, the tumor volume
measured by tracked B-mode was quite similar to both
the volume measured from the tumor mold and the CT
volume.
The results of the compression correction methods
illustrated in Figure 7 clearly indicate the improvement
of the model-based method to the alignment between ultrasound and co-registered tomograms in the phantom experiments. The MHD error metric exhibits a decrease in
misalignment after application of the rigid method and
a further decrease when the model-based method is
used instead. The varying magnitude in improvement between B-mode and strain image when using the rigid
method highlights the differences in contrast mechanism
between the two modalities, as well as the lack of tumor
shape change, which both contribute to the delineation of
mock tumor borders in this case. However, after application of the model-based compression correction, both
modalities yield similar MHD error values. This indicates
that shape change of the inclusion is significant and needs
to be taken into account when correcting guidance systems. One interesting effect of the correction was the increase in B-mode tumor volume after model correction to
3.8 cm3, which is a slight overestimate compared with the
tumor mold and CT volumes and is likely due to the
stretching effect of the model displacements. The
model-corrected strain volume was actually an underestimate of the volume, but this was primarily related to the
sparser manner in which those images were collected to
avoid out-of-plane movement. The discrepancy in rigidcorrected tumor volumes compared with the uncorrected
volume was due to the movement of the tumor contours in
non-uniform directions determined by the freehand insonation angles for the slices.
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Fig. 8. Results of the clinical case in which tracked B-mode was used to localize a tumor border. Coronal and axial views
are provided for no correction (a, b), rigid correction (c, d) and model correction (e, f), with the segmented tumor contour
in red and the tomogram tumor volume in green. The segmented tumor surface in each B-mode slice is outlined for comparison with the magnetic resonance image tumor surface.

After application of the model correction, the
centroid distance error metric exhibited an even clearer
improvement compared with the uncorrected ultrasound
images. A similar trend was again noted with respect to

the rigid correction in that a modest improvement in
both error metrics was observed, and model-based
correction resulted in a large correction in both modalities. It can be seen that the rigid correction caused a
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the tumor in this particular case. The model-based correction did offer a large improvement to alignment, especially along the region of the tumor closest to the
surface, as illustrated Figure 8(d, f). One important note
about this case was that the pre-operative brain surface
was not updated to account for general intra-operative
brain shift that may have occurred before applying our ultrasound compression correction methods. Typically our
group employs a model-based shift correction driven by
sparse surface data from a LRS or other instrumentation
to update the pre-operative imaging to reflect intraoperative sag or swelling of the brain (Cao et al. 2008;
Ding et al. 2011; Simpson et al. 2013a). However,
qualitatively there was little brain shift observed at the
time of ultrasound acquisition for this patient before
resection of the dural membrane, so no LRS data were
obtained so as to limit the amount of intra-operative
data collected for this case. It is possible that there was
some quantifiable amount of brain shift before the ultrasound acquisition, which would directly affect our
correction method and could be reflected in the error metrics reported in Figure 9. In the future, the pre-operative
brain surface would ideally be corrected for brain shift
before collection and correction of ultrasound data.

Fig. 9. Alignment error results for the clinical case (n 5 118 Bmode images). The position of tumor borders was evaluated in
terms of modified Hausdorff distance to the co-aligned magnetic
resonance image borders (a), as well as the distance between the
centroid of the ultrasound tumor and the co-planar MR tumor
border (b). The edges of the boxes are the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points
not considered as outliers.

slightly larger improvement in B-mode images than in
strain images. This again points to the significance of
contrast and shape change factors in our study. Overall,
the results indicated that although the rigid method occasionally led to a modest improvement, the model-based
correction consistently led to significant reduction in
alignment error.
Clinical case
The results of the clinical case indicated a clear
improvement in alignment between the tracked B-mode
tumor and MR tumor borders, as illustrated in Figures 8
and 9. Interestingly, the rigid correction was slightly
more effective than expected in improving the alignment
given the results of the previous phantom experiments,
which may be related to the location and structure of

Limitations
It is worthwhile to note that although the modelbased correction exhibited a marked improvement over
the uncorrected alignment in both the phantoms and clinical case, the gold standard used in this comparison (the
co-registered tomogram borders) had some bulk-tolesion segmentation variability. It was also likely that
because of our realistic guidance environment, several
sources of error propagated through to the final analysis.
For example, the optical tracking system used in this
work had inherent error, which was imparted to each
measurement made with a tracked device and was a primary contributor to the overall error. Propagating uncertainty in optical tracking is an open problem. We have
recently proposed a solution to this problem (Simpson
et al. 2011) and are working on an empirical evaluation
(Simpson et al. 2013b) with encouraging results. The
tracking error of our tracking system has been reported
to have a root mean square error of approximately
0.2 mm when tracking a passive rigid body, although typically the tip of a stylus-like tool that is subject to leverarm effects can be localized at 1 to 2 mm (Glossop
2009; Wiles et al. 2004). This influences fiducial
localization error (FLE), which affects the accuracy of
the image-to-physical registration between tomogram
and tracked ultrasound data. Although fiducial localization errors can be difficult to directly quantify, the mean
fiducial registration error in our phantom experiments
was calculated as 0.4 6 0.3 mm for the phantoms. It
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should be noted this error represents only the accuracy
with which the fiducial markers in the tomograms could
be matched to the physical fiducials localized with a
pen probe, and does not necessarily imply that the target
registration error throughout the phantoms was the same
value. In addition, there was error associated with the
tracked ultrasound calibration, which was found to be
approximately 0.4 mm using the method of Muratore
and Galloway (2001). It should be noted that the errors
discussed above are somewhat inter-related and not
necessarily additive, but in our experience a reasonable
estimate of the error involved in using a passively tracked
ultrasound system ranges from 1.5 to 2.5 mm.
There were also several assumptions and simplifications made in the development of the rigid and modelbased corrections. Regarding the rigid correction, it
would be intuitively more accurate to stretch the A-lines
to approximate the deformation rather than simply translate them. However, without a known reference in the far
field, it is difficult to choose an appropriate bounding condition as there is no guarantee of having a known fixed
object in view. In the case of the model-based correction,
the first assumption was that the user would apply the
probe purely in the depth direction for each image acquisition. This simplified the creation of boundary conditions for the model, but this was not always accurate. It
was challenging to avoid lateral and out-of-plane probe
movement during freehand imaging. This type of movement would invalidate the assignment of Dirichlet boundary conditions based on the position of the digital probe
surface, because the correspondence between the probe
surface and the tomogram surface could potentially be
lost in the absence of perfect slip at the boundary. The
other assumption was the assignment of material properties to the FEM mesh. Overall, material properties are
largely irrelevant in our approach because the model is
driven by only Dirichlet conditions, and thus, only large
stiffness ratios between tissue regions might have an effect. Absolute values for Young’s modulus do not affect
the displacement solution in the scenarios described in
this work, and Poisson’s ratio affects it only slightly.
Possible future incorporation of force measurements
into the model, however, would indicate a need for accurate material properties. In our phantom experiments,
there was prior knowledge of the phantom material properties from mechanical testing data, and using the known
properties was not shown to improve the correction. The
phantoms were also highly homogenous compared with
real tissue. In translating this method to the clinic, there
is the challenge of assigning appropriate property values
throughout the mesh. It is well recognized that determining patient-specific material properties in vivo is difficult, so one solution that has been employed is to use
values from the literature, as well as those deduced
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through optimization experiments (Dumpuri et al.
2007). Lastly, one simplification that was made was the
use of a simple linear elastic model to describe tissue
movement. More sophisticated governing equations that
better capture soft tissue mechanics could be employed
to estimate displacements, such as Biot’s consolidation
theory in the case of brain tissue (Nagashima et al.
1990; Paulsen et al. 1999). However, with added
complexity comes added computational and integration
burden that can affect adoption, yet despite these
sources of model error, the improvement we found
using this simple model was considerable. The modelbased method offered consistent alignment error reductions of between 4 and 6 mm; that is, the final alignment
error was approximately 2 mm, which has clinical utility
in the case of brain, liver and breast surgery. These results
suggest that our approach is a meaningful improvement
to the utility of tracked ultrasound in image-guided surgery. In addition, anatomy with well-defined constitutive
frameworks may provide an opportunity to improve this
performance.
Other improvements can be made with respect to
work flow. Currently, the correction cannot be run at
real-time frame rates given that the model solution takes
several seconds to calculate on an Intel i7 processor.
However, updated ultrasound images can be provided in
less than 10 s, which is not an unreasonable burden on
normal surgical work flow. The system could potentially
be made real time with the proper hardware and parallelization methods. Our method also made no use of the
actual ultrasound images themselves to assist in realignment. One possible addition would be the utilization of
either raw radiofrequency or B-mode pixel values to
generate displacement fields by comparing frames in
close proximity to one another and performing deformable registration, as other groups have proposed (Treece
et al. 2005; Xiao et al. 2002). The inclusion of these
smaller displacements could help address small
inaccuracies caused by the tracking system, while still
making use of the biomechanical model to provide an
estimate of bulk displacements.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we proposed and validated two very
practical methods for correcting alignment error caused
by tissue compression exerted by an ultrasound probe
within the context of image-guided therapy. In one
method, a simple rigid correction was applied. In a second more sophisticated method, patient-specific models
were used to estimate physical tissue deformation as the
direct result of pressing the tracked probe to the tissue
surface. These model solutions were then used to transform the ultrasound images to an un-deformed state for
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assessing pathology. The method was validated in simulations, phantoms and a preliminary clinical case and
indicated that alignment of freehand tracked ultrasound
with co-registered tomographic images was improved
to within clinically useful margins. Experimental results
indicate that integration of this correction method into
conventional image-guided therapeutic platforms could
assist the clinicians in decision making by providing
more accurate intra-operative data.
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